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 In This Issue

Aug 4th, 1:00 - 2:30pm - DIY Herbal "Seed

Bomb" project with Kristina, Unglued Market

Aug. 15th, 10-11:30 am - Legal Planning

Seminar with JD Legal Planning

Aug. 18th, 1-2:30 pm - "Bring and Brag" Bring

something to share with the group (see page 4

for details) 

 

 August Meeting Schedule
* Subject to change

Hello Memory Cafe!

In the world of education teachers sometimes ask

each other, “Are you focusing on the dot?”  Let me

explain what we mean by that.  The dot represents

what is not going well, however all the open space

represents what is going well.  As you can see, the dot

takes up considerably less space, and consequently

should not have more importance than the open

space.  So, when we ask ourselves whether we are

focusing on the dot, we are asking if we are

highlighting the negative in our lives at the expense

of  ignoring the positive.   was reminded of this

question when I was reviewing the work of Jolene

Brackey and her book “Creating Moments of Joy.”

This book is near and dear to my heart because I

credit it with helping me learn how to become the

help and support my dad needed when he was living

with dementia.  It is a work which encourages us to

shift our perspective from the dot of what’s wrong. 

Brackey says with memory loss… “there are not

perfectly wonderful days; there are perfectly

wonderful moments- moments that put a smile on

their face and a twinkle in their eye.” (p. 12) My

favorite chapter in the book is titled “Create a

Moment” and is simply a list of ways to do so.  In

revisiting this list I was struck by how many of these

moments can easily be created, even in the era of

social distancing, such as:  Recite a poem ~ bite into

fresh strawberries ~ talk about fishing ~ go for a walk

~ dance, turn off the TV ~ watch the birds ~ sing ~

pick flowers ~ ice cream ~ visit outside in the breeze,

Lollipops ~ do what they like to do ~ shuck corn ~ tell

a joke ~ wave and smile ~ just love them…isn’t that

what you would want? (Brackey, p. 358) I know many

of us are currently experiencing considerable

challenges; and I acknowledge what a difficult time in

our lives this is.   But perhaps, if we shift our focus just

a bit we will  learn to savor our moments of joy. Joyful

wishes to you, Beth Ustanko  

Creating Moments of Joy - Beth Ustanko

"Nature's Dance" by Mark Bratlie

The Inspiration That Comes With Age

Volunteer Highlight - Gerry and Karen Beutler

"Just For Laughs" Steve Froslie

For Our Health - Tai Chi

Building Skills and Community

Grieving Well During Times of Loss

Project Renew Hotline

Around the World in 60 Minutes - Virtually

Brain Training - Does it Really Work? 



           

Na t u r e ' s  Dance

by

Ma r k  B r a t l i e

Na t u r e ' s  s t age  i s  g r e en  on  b l u e

  w i t h  d r i f t i n g  mounds  o f  wh i t e

A s  c ap s  o f  f o am  keep  company

   w i t h  p l a y f u l  l i q u i d  l i g h t

 

I  wa t ch  t h e  p i e c e s  dance  t o ge t h e r

   w i t h  g r a c e  and  s ub t l e  f l a i r

A s  each  p i e c e  humb l y  p l a y s  i t s  pa r t

   w i t hou t  a  haugh t y  a i r

     W i n d  b l o w s  .  .  .  t r e e s  s w a y
     C l o u d s  d r i f t  .  .  .  b i r d s  s o a r
     W a v e s  r o l l    .  .  .  r i v e r  r u n s
     S u n  s h i n e s    .  .  .  m o o n  g l o w s
 
As  I  r e t u r n  f r om  y e a r  t o  y e a r

   I  pe r c e i v e  t h e  wond r ou s  who l e

Ye t  t h e  p i e c e s  change  uncea s i ng l y

   we l l  beyond  mank i nd ' s  con t r o l

 Gaz i ng  i n  awe  a t  na t u r e ' s  dance

   I  s en s e  i n n e r  t e n s i on  me l t i ng

Wh i l e  na t u r e  he l p s  me  s e e  myse l f

   a s  one  mo re  p i e c e  connec t i ng

Happy
August!!!

Memory Cafe's Fall Meeting Plans

With so much uncertainty and risk

involved with resuming our face to face

meetings, our board of directors and

leadership team have recommended we

not resume meeting in person until at

least January, 2021. We'll re-evaluate at

that time. Although there was unanimous

support for this decision, it's very

disappointing for ALL of us! 

So, this is a fantastic time to learn how to

Zoom if you haven't already done so! 

We'll teach you and practice with you

until you feel comfortable!  You can also

just dial in to the meeting using your cell

phone, if you'd prefer. 

Please let us know if you need  an

electronic devise to use as we will have

several to lend out to individuals soon.

THANK YOU ALEX STERN FAMILY

FOUNDATION  for the funds to purchase

tablets for our members in need!!

 

Let us know if you'd like to opt out of our newsletter

or if you know anyone who would like to receive it! 

The Inspiration That Comes With Age  

Two years ago my now deceased grandfather presented me with his favorite book. Today, I decided to read

it. I found a small glued envelope with $20 inside and a note saying "When you get bored, buy yourself a

couple of chocolate bars." 

I was at my grandparents' home with my grandpa sitting at the table in front of me, and my grandma was

standing at the stove baking pancakes. Grandpa said, "Let's show our granddaughter what we can do!"

Suddenly Grandma threw a pancake over her shoulder to Grandpa, and he caught it with a plate! They're 70

years old and haven't yet forgotten how to have fun!

I recently failed a job interview and was very angry with myself. An older man approached me, hugged me,

and said, "Son, you have an education, work experience, a stable life, and you get upset? I grew up after the

war, and I didn't have any of this, but I found my calling and work. You'll find it too. Just give yourself a little

time. Nothing happens instantly." I still wonder where these people get so much wisdom and tranquility.



Just For

Laughs!

Content

Provided
 by

Steve Froslie

Feeling guilty about your kids

watching too much TV?  Just

mute it & put the subtitles on.

BOOM! Now they're reading.

My young grandson called me

the other day to wish me a

happy birthday. He asked me

how old I was and I told him I

was 72. He hesitated for a

moment and then asked, "Did

you start at 1?"

A grandmother was telling her little

granddaughter what her own childhood

was like. "We used to skate outside on a

pond. I had a swing made from a tire that

hung from a tree in our front yard. We rode

our pony. We picked wild rasberries in the

woods." The little girl was wide-eyed,

taking all this in. At last she said, "I sure

wish I would have gotten to know you

sooner!" 

Gerry and Karen have been volunteers with Memory

Cafe for almost two years. Karen has facilitated

Caregivers Cafe for 3 years. We are enjoying our

retirement and the joy of meeting new friends through

our volunteer opportunities. We also enjoy singing in

a community choir. Since social distancing we have

had more time for hobbies. Karen enjoys reading and

writing and conversations with family and friends.

Gerry stays busy working with yard and home

projects and helping others with their projects. Karen

has worked in gerontology as an RN since graduating

from NDSU. Gerry has worked various jobs related to

the construction industry. We have 4 children, 6

grandchildren and 7 great grandchildren in our

blended family. Life is good and we are blessed with

faith and hope and a love for others.

Volunteer Spollight 

Gerry and Karen Beutler 

For Our Health: Tai Chi

www.MayoClinic.org

When learned correctly and performed regularly, tai chi can

be a positive part of an overall approach to improving your

health. The benefits of tai chi may include:

Decreased stress, anxiety and depression

Improved mood

Improved aerobic capacity

Increased energy and stamina

Improved flexibility, balance and agility

Improved muscle strength and definition

More research is needed to determine the health benefits of

tai chi. Some evidence indicates that tai chi may also help:

Enhance quality of sleep

Enhance the immune system

Help lower blood pressure

Improve joint pain

Improve symptoms of congestive heart failure

Improve overall well-being

Reduce risk of falls in older adults

To get started, one option is to call HeartSprings Community

Center at 701-261-3142 or visit them at

heartspringscenter.org

Or, buy a DVD or do a google search for other local options!  

As always, check with your medical provider before starting

any new exercise program.



In Loving Memory:

Barb Alinder

Larry Barber

We were surprised and

saddened to learn of Barb and

Larry 's passings in July.  They

were such lovely, kind people

and we will miss their active

presence in Memory Cafe

very much. 

Let's Plant a Seed Bomb!  

Is making a bomb on anyone's bucket list?? I

doubt it, but, if so, here's your chance! We're

delighted that Kristina from Unglued Market will

guide us through an herbal planting project

called the "DIY Herb Seed Bomb Project" on

Tuesday, August 4th. It's going to be great fun!

Unglued also features a unique selection of

speciality candies so look for a sweet little

surprise in your kit to satisfy your sweet tooth

while you plant :)  THANK YOU DONORS for

making events like this possible!!

"Hi, I  was finally reading through the last newsletter, and it

occurred to me that others here might like to see the blog

I've been working on, sharing our dementia journey.  I've

gotten good responses to it on my online support groups.

My goal has been to help people learn about and

understand FTD as well as find support. If I can help one

person it's worth it.   I am happy to have it shared wherever

people feel it would be wanted or needed."

https://thisisftd.wordpress.com
Thank you, Jen Silverman

Back By Popular Demand...

"BRING AND BRAG"

During one of our recent leadership meetings, it was suggested

we reintroduce our popular "Bring and Brag" in our new Zoom

format. We all loved the idea!  For those of you who are

unfamilar with "Bring and Brag" it is a bit like an adult version of

"Show and Tell".  Anyone who wants to participate shares

something from their life with the rest of the group.  In the past,

some people have shared special memories, poetry, art work,

photo albums, collectable items, musical selections, homemade

crafts, homemade wine (with an invitation to get together for a

sample at a later time:)   "Bring and Brag" is a fantastic, and very

interesting way for us to get better acquainted with each other!

During our August 4th meeting the Marstens, Beutlers, and

Cushings will get us started! And on August 18th everyone will

have the same opportunity as we're devoting the entire session

to "Bring and Brag"!! 

Note from Arla 

Hi,  I want to thank all of  you who are

connected to the Memory Cafe organization. It

is a wonderful program that you have. Lynn

and I really appreciated all the events you had. 

 I will have fond memories forever.  

Sincerely, 

Arla Strege

I

Invitation from Jen

Barb's husband, David, has moved

to be near his daughter in Sisseton,

SD and would enjoy mail from his

Memory Cafe friends.  His current

address is:

David Alinder

c/o Kristi  Tchida

319 Cory's Court

Sisseton, SD 57262

Building Skills and Community 

 

Due to the pandemic, Memory Cafe will not

be participating in the Fargo Marathon this

year. The organizers  are offering a virtual

option that allows you to walk/run anytime

and anywhere as long as you have an

electronic devise that tracts your distance and

time.  Registration is $35/per person at:

http://fargomarathon.com/registration

"Seed

Bomb" Kit

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“Old age, especially an honored old age has so great

authority, that this is of more value than all the

pleasure of youth."  

Cicero



We're adjusting all the time, there is so much going on right now. Everything is changing all the time.

We've lost so many old friends who don't live near us anymore or are no longer here.

There are many unmet expectations and disappointments.

My house is so quiet and empty now.

The recent loss of my driver's license.

We're experiencing so many losses right now I can't even think of them all.

Our routine and social connections are gone. 

Our physical well-being and dexterity is deteriorating.

Boredom, being home all the time is "getting old."

The rapidly declining cognitive strength of my partner. 

The death of my spouse.

My kids and I couldn't be with my husband when he died. 

Participating in the arts, theatre and opera performances is no longer an option to us.

The inability to help those we love, even our children. Our son has cancer and our daughter lives in a nursing home and

we feel helpless because we cannot be there to help them. 

We were both hospitalized during the pandemic and  we couldn't be there to comfort each other.

Grieving Well During Times of Loss 

We were privileged to welcome Chelle Lyons Hanson and Sonja Kjar, Chaplains from Essentia Health to Memory Cafe on

July 21st. They thoughtfully led us through a tender session on grief and loss. Given all the changes and losses we've

experienced, and continue to experience during the pandemic, this was an important and timely discussion. Chelle and

Sonja defined grief as "a loss or significant change" of any kind , not only the death of someone dear to us, and reminded us

that no topic should be "off limits" as you process your grief with a trusted love one. They suggested there is no "right way to

grieve because everyone's path is different and unique to them." We discussed the common practice of telling ourselves, "It

could be worse.", or, "I'll just count my blessings" which they advised can diminish the hard feelings we're experiencing and

"put us in a place where we might feel ashamed or guilty" for our feelings. Instead, they advised "naming the grief",

acknowledging our honest feelings of grief, anger, sadness related to that loss, and remembering that grief is real and

necessary.  A powerful frame of reference is to tell ourselves, "This is BOTH painful AND an opportunity to count my

blessings." 

There were close to thirty participants at this meeting, each one actively participating in our discussion.

Here are a few of the responses (paraphrased) to the question, "How is grief showing up for you today?"  

Chaplains Chelle and Sonja want to let you know they are available to provide additional support to anyone who would

benefit from talking to them.  They can be reached by calling Essentia Health at 701-364-8000 ,or emailing them at:

Chelle.LyonsHanson@essentiahealth.org  and Sonja.Kjar@essentiahealth.org 

 

 

 

Building Skills and

Community 

"

Project RENEW Hotline for COVID - 19 Support

Lutheran Social Services of ND and ND Behavorial Health Division has launched a free, anonymous hotline for

crisis support, education and referrals to services to anyone living with stress because of the coronavirus

pandemic (doesn't that include ALL of us???). This new resource offers counseling to anyone affected

emotionally, financially, or physically. Callers will be connected to trained counselors to work on coping

strategies, connect with other individuals or groups, or simply to chat."The COVID - 19 pandemic has caused

stress for many North Dakotans," says Pamela Sagness, director of the state's Behavioral Health Division. 

"Behavioral health is vital to overall wellness. Brief supportive services from a trained counselor can help

individuals identify and understand emotions and connect to resources during this uncertain time." 

The Project Renew hotline can be reached at 701-223-1510 from 8am to 5pm M-F. Callers may use the hotline

more than once. 



Building Skills and Community 

"Around the World in 60 Minutes...Virtually"
Gretchen Winters, Bursch Travel 

Amsterdam - Ann

Frank's home

Singapore - Marina Bay Sands Hotel

Singapore and the famous

"Singapore Sling" drink!  Thirsty

anyone? 

Mosiac in the amazing subway

system in 

St Petersburg, Russia which is a

beautiful underground museum! 

St. Petersburg, Russia

Reine River Cruise

Tokyo skyline 

Strolling in Da Nang, Vietman

Thank you for an

interesting and

educational  global

"Staycation" 

Gretchen! 



A Large-Scale Study on Different Types of Cognitive Training  With 2,832 participants, the ACTIVE Study is the

largest study on cognitive training with standardized outcome measures ever performed. Funded by the National

Institutes of Health and led by researchers at six academic research universities (including Johns Hopkins, Penn

State, and the University of Alabama at Birmingham), the ACTIVE study proves that healthy older adults can make

significant cognitive improvements with appropriate cognitive training and practice. 

Study Goals and Design The ACTIVE study was designed to evaluate three different types of cognitive training:

one that focused on memory, one that targeted reasoning, and BrainHQ training that exercised speed of

processing. The study was conducted at six sites across the United States, and all of the participants were healthy

adults aged 65 or older. Each cognitive training group was compared to a group of people who did not do

specific cognitive training. The people in the cognitive training groups trained for 2 hours per week for 5 weeks

(10 hours total), and then about half of them did additional “booster” training a year later and then again three

years later. Researchers followed participants for ten years to evaluate the long-term effects of training.

Superior Results from Posit Science Training  All three types of cognitive training tested in the ACTIVE study

resulted in cognitive improvements after the initial training period, but participants who used the BrainHQ

exercise experienced the best results overall. According to the study, 87% of the participants who used BrainHQ’s

Double Decision showed meaningful increases in the targeted cognitive ability, while 74% of participants who

used reasoning training and 26% of those who used memory training showed improvements. Importantly, the

benefits of Double Decision training generalized beyond the targeted cognitive ability. People in the Double

Decision group showed protection against declines in their abilities to live independently on their own (which was

also seen in the other cognitive training groups). Uniquely to Double Decision, people showed protection against

the risk of serious decline in health-related quality of life and the risk of the onset of depressive symptoms.

Furthermore, people showed a significant improvement in driving safety: their risk of an at-fault car crash was

nearly halved. Finally, people who trained the most (those in the booster groups) not only improved their speed of

processing, but also showed improvements in everyday speed—such as reading an ingredient list or looking up a

phone number—more easily and quickly. 

Lasting Effects At both 5-year and 10-year follow-ups, ACTIVE study participants who used the BrainHQ training

continued to show significant cognitive improvements, even though they were not training continuously across

that time. This shows that a person doesn’t need to continually do brain training to see and maintain benefits—a

person can take breaks and then come back to brain training to sustain benefits.

Study Results  Improvements in speed of processing abilities, improvements in everyday speed (for the booster

group), protection against declines in instrumental activities of daily living—that contribute to the ability to live

independently—equivalent to 2-3 years of benefit, 35% reduction in risk of serious health-related quality of life

decline, higher self-rated health, 38% reduction in the risk of developing depressive symptoms, and a 30%

reduction in risk of increasing clinically important depressive symptoms, 48% reduction in the risk of at-fault car

crash. Many effects that last 10 years without continuous training.

Further Reading You can read a good overview of the ACTIVE study published by two of its lead scientists

(without reading all of the dozens of primary papers) here: https://www.brainhq.com/world-class-

science/published-research/active-study This review was published in 2013, so it covers much of the ACTIVE

study results but not the most recent results. Remember, the term “speed training” in this paper refers to the

training program now called “Double Decision” in BrainHQ. 

Personal note from Deb - There are numerous brain training programs available, not just BrainHQ. I'm most familiar

with BrainHQ because I've personally used it for several years and feel it's helpful. And I trust the research from

many reputable sources that speak to the programs's  efficacy. BrainHQ costs $99/year. Visit www.brainHQ.com

for more information.

                         

Does Brain Training Really Work?
              ACTIVE study results                 

https://www.brainhq.com/world-class-science/published-

research/active-study



P O  B O X  8 8 3

F A R G O ,  N D  

5 8 1 0 7

7 0 1 - 4 0 4 - 6 7 1 2

Remember to follow us on Facebook and Instagram.  And  be sure we have a current email address for you

or your loved one. Thank you!

www.MemoryCafeRRV.org
hello@memorycaferrv.org


